Art Wings- Storytelling workshop through Craft, Painting, Dance and Theatre.

Project Overview- Netravali is a western ghat belt of south Goa. Population living in this area belongs to the Tribal category i.e. Velip, Gowdas and Dhangars. Pirna, Rivona, Mangal, Saturlim, Netravali etc are the villages situated in this valley of Quepem taluka. Earlier these villages were known for the rich & unique folk art, but because of the modern era & lack of opportunities most, of the population moved to the urban area and the folk art of this region which was very popular earlier, is now on the verge of extinction in Goa. Youngsters living here, apart from regular schooling they don't get an exposure to the various art forms. Looking at the emergence on this, IGNCA Goa Regional Centre is organizing a series of four; two days workshops to convey their cultural stories through craft, painting, dance and theatre for school going children and youths. This workshop is proposed on every Saturday & Sunday from 20th July to 15th August. On the Occasion of 72nd Independence day there will be the final presentation of the learning & Gaining from the, 'Art Wings workshop' by the participants. Even there will be an Exhibition of Craft which children had worked on earlier in Craft workshop.